Introduction. Let £2 be a bounded, smoothly bounded open subset of R n (or of a differentiate manifold), ƒ and g two real-valued functional of the form 
C). Then if n(J) is the number of distinct critical points of f on M, we have cat* (M) ^ n(f).

Theorem 1 is a variant of results in
such that for g(x) =g(y) = M, f(x) ^ M, f(y) S M, we have
IkC*) -S' GOII + \\CM(X) -Cu(y)\\ ^ CjfCH* -y||).
Then there exists a constant c 2 such that f or each c with c^c 2 , there exists an infinite sequence of distinct Xj in X with g(x 3 ) =cfor which
ƒ'(*;) = X;g'(*;), A/G* 1 . 
We now let
